SafePath®
FAMILY
INDUSTRY-LEADING LOCATION SERVICES & PARENTAL CONTROLS UNDER ONE APP
Available for all kinds of devices

For more information visit www.smithmicro.com/contact
Empower subscribers to **locate** and share their whereabouts with **family members**.

- **Safety Areas & Automatic Alerts**
  Create virtual fences around areas you designate and receive automatic notifications when a family member enters or leaves the area.

- **Pick Me Up**
  Make it safe and easy for family members to reach out to each other for a ride request.

- **Real-Time Tracking**
  Locate family members in real time as they move to different locations.

- **Activity History & Timeline**
  Safeguard family members by knowing where they have been and the path they took to get there.
Parents can control and manage online content across all connected devices by setting **screen time** limits and digital **content filters** based on an individual’s profile.

**App & Web Management**
Protect family members from inappropriate content by setting online content filters that match each family member’s age and interests.

**Rewards**
Celebrate good behavior with digital rewards – gift kids more screen time or a later bedtime.

**Time Limits**
Proactively manage the time kids spend on their phone and restrict app-specific or total device usage.

**Press Pause**
Pause the internet to all devices (or just one) with the press of a button.
SafePath is compatible with Android & iOS.

Cross-Platform Support
SafePath is compatible with Android & iOS.

Telco Grade APIs
Straightforward to implement through a web services layer.

Cloud Platform
Scale quickly with a cloud platform based on open standards.

Easy Integration
Authentication, billing, provisioning, and customer care.

Reinforce Your Brand
Fully white-labeled solution. Rebrandable and customizable in any way.

Profile-Based Management
One app, two profiles - Adult and Child.
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